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Abstract 

In order to provide a satisfying content download 

service and reduce the pressure of the base station, 

content caching based on the D2D communications is 

drawing more and more attentions, which allows two 

requesters in close proximity to share the contents of 

common interest directly. However, since the storage 

capacity and the communication ability of the mobile 

nodes are limited, it is impossible for a mobile node to 

cache all the files and share the files with any node. 

Hence, one of the most important issues is the caching 

content placement for the mobile nodes where the files 

can be cached. In our work, to achieve the potential 

advantages of the D2D-based content caching, we 

consider to maximize the file download rate of the whole 

network by proper caching content placement. It is 

proved that the problem of the caching content placement 

is NP hard. In view of its intractability, we prove that the 

problem of the caching content placement can be 

modeled as the maximization of a monotone submodular 

function over one matroid and multiple knapsack 

constraints. Accordingly, the greedy algorithm can be 

utilized to obtain a suboptimal solution. It is proved that 

the complexity of the proposed caching content 

placement algorithm based on greedy algorithm is 

polynomial, and it yields a constant-factor approximation 

to the problem of the caching content placement. The 

simulation results show that the nodes which can cache 

files can perform more efficiently with our proposed 

caching content placement algorithm based on greedy 

algorithm. 

Keywords: Device-to-device communication, Caching 

content placement, Submodular function, 

Knapsack constraint, Greedy algorithm 

1 Introduction 

With the wireless data traffic increasing dramatically, 

the content request is predicted to be the main data 

traffic in the future [1]. Content sharing based on D2D 

communication emerging as a technology which can 

take use of the advantage of D2D communications 

more is being warmly discussed in various aspects [2-

6]. It allows two requesters in close proximity to share 

the contents of common interest directly. In such a way, 

requesters can enjoy higher data rate and less delay, 

and the pressure of the BS can be reduced [7-9]. 

Specially, when a group of requesters are interested in 

the same content, a mobile node called helper where 

the files are cached can serve these requesters quickly 

and the advantages to cache popular contents in helpers 

are especially obvious. However, to achieve caching 

content placement based on D2D communication, 

many challenges need be solved [10]. As such, the 

content caching has attracted so many attentions [11-

16]. However, many problems are introduced with the 

proposal of the content caching. Firstly, it is impossible 

for a cache node to cache all the contents due to the 

limited storage capacity. The storage capacity will be 

wasted if a file is cached for too many times while the 

cache hit rate will be low if a file just is cached for one 

time. Secondly, as the statement in [9], if every 

requester can just access one helper, it is clear that each 

helper should cache the most popular ones. However, 

for the case that every requester can access multiple 

helpers, the caching content placement of helpers 

becomes nontrivial. Thirdly, for each helper, the 

communication ability is limited. A helper can just 

serve several requesters and even one requester. 

Obviously, the two cases in [9] are existing at the same 

time in a wireless cache-enabled network. When we 

take some other considerations in account, the caching 

content placement of helpers becomes more complex. 

As a result, one of the most important issues is the 

caching content placement. 

Up to now, many works have been done to discuss 

how to accurately place the caching content. In [11], 

authors consider to design an interference-aware 

collaborative caching mechanism to make caching 

decision based on the content popularity. However, it 

results in that the cooperative caching is achieved to 

some probability. To enhance the cooperative caching, 

maybe some constraints else should be considered. The 

caching content placement is considered from the 

perspective of the space to maximize the hit probability 
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in [12]. However, this work does not consider the 

channel difference between different cache-enabled 

users. In [13], authors minimize the energy 

consumption for the whole network with a suitable 

caching scheme with a constraint that requesters obtain 

acceptable rate. However, due to the constraint, 

requesters cannot obtain higher rate and enjoy better 

service. In our opinion, for the whole network, it is 

very important to improve the service of consumers. In 

[14-15], the method of segment-based caching content 

placement is utilized. It is helpful to reduce the 

complexity to obtain the final caching content 

placement scheme. However, comparing with the 

method to consider each file one by one, maybe it is an 

obstacle to reach the optimal caching content 

placement with the consideration that the files within 

the same segment have the same cached probability. In 

[16], a caching content placement scheme for 

distributed caching helpers is discussed to minimize 

the expected total file download delay so that the effect 

of the helpers can be much more improved. However, 

it is possible that the quality of service (QoS) of some 

requester is ignored when just the idle and best links of 

each requester are considered. For example, for a 

requester who has a better link and multiple worse 

links, if the better link is ignored, it is possible that the 

QoS of this requester cannot be met. Maybe it is a 

good consideration to take all links of one requester in 

account. 

Motivated by the above analysis, we consider the 

problem of caching content placement based on D2D 

communications to maximize the whole file download 

rate of the network for a given file popularity 

distribution, storage capacity of helper and network 

topology. The contributions of this paper are shown as 

follows: 

‧ The problem of caching content placement is 

modeled as an integer programming problem to 

maximize the whole file download rate of the 

requesters. In particular, we design a constraint that 

a file cannot be cached in different helpers which are 

adjacent to one requester at the same time so as to 

achieve the cooperative caching among helpers. 

‧ The problem of caching content placement is proved 

to be NP hard. In view of its intractability, we prove 

that the resulting problem can be formulated as the 

maximization of a monotone submodular set 

function subject to a matroid constraint and multiple 

knapsack constraints. 

‧ A caching content placement algorithm based on 

greedy algorithm is designed to find a suboptimal 

solution according to the characteristic of our model. 

We analyze that the complexity of the proposed 

algorithm is polynomial, and we prove that it yields 

a constant-factor approximation to the original 

problem. 

 

 

The rest of the manuscript is organized as follows. 

In Section 2, we describe the system model and the 

problem of caching content placement. We express the 

problem as a monotone submodular function over one 

matroid and multiple knapsack constraints in Section 3. 

Followed, the problem of caching content placement is 

proved to be NP hard. In Section 4, the caching content 

placement algorithm based on greedy algorithm is 

proposed. Some simulations are done in Section 5 to 

verify the performance of the proposed caching content 

placement algorithm based on greedy algorithm. 

Finally, in Section 6, conclusions are drawn. 

2 System Model and Problem Formulation 

As shown in Figure 1, we consider a network, which 

consists of a population of K  requesters, denoted by 

{ }1 2
, , ,

K
u u u= �U . These requesters are modeled as 

some content requesters. Besides, there are N  helpers 

where some files can be cached, denoted as 

{ }1 2
, , ,

N
h h h= �H . These helpers work as content 

providers. Moreover, we assume a set of files which 

may be cached in the helpers, denoted as 

{ }1 2
, , ,

F
f f f= �F . The files are sorted according to the 

rank of popularity. The file with the highest rank is the 

most popular file 
1
f . The requesters can request to 

download the desired files from the helpers instead of 

the BS. Note that, although storage capacity of the 

mobile requesters is continuously increasing by a large 

margin, it is a fact that the storage capacity is very 

limited comparing to the total number of files. As a 

result, the helpers cannot cache and provide the 

contents freely. In addition, a requester can download 

the desired files from a helper just when the requester 

is located in the limited communication range of the 

very helper. Specifically, for requester 
k

u , the set of 

the helpers who have the channel to the requester 

which are good enough to establish D2D links is 

denoted as ( )k
H u , ( ) { }k i ki th

H u h r R= ≥ , where 
ki
r  is 

the capacity of the link between the requester 
k

u  and 

the helper 
i
h  which utilize the model in [17], and 

th
R  is 

the constraint of minimal channel capacity for each 

requester. It is obvious that a proper caching content 

placement scheme is very important due to the limited 

storage capacity and the limited communication range 

of the helpers. 
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Figure 1. The system model 

Due to the limited storage capacity and the limited 

communication ability of helpers, it is impossible to 

meet all the request of requesters. In order to improve 

the efficiency of the helpers, we want to do our best to 

increase the cache hit rate. The cache hit rate of 
i
h , can 

be defined as 

 
1

F

i ji jj
CHR x P

=

=∑  (1) 

where { }0,1
ji

x ∈  is an indicator whether file 
j
f  is 

cached in the helper 
i
h . 1

ji
x =  means that file 

j
f  is 

cached by helper 
i
h  and 0

ji
x =  means that file 

j
f  is 

not cached by helper 
i
h . Besides, 

j
P  is the requesting 

probability for file 
j
f . 

Considering that most requesters are just interested 

in a few of contents, we assume 
j

P  obeys the Zipf 

distribution [16, 20-22]. It can be shown as 

 
( )
( )

1

1

1

s

j sF

j

j

j

P

=

=

∑

 (2) 

where s  is the demand dominance factor. Obviously, a 

too large s  will result in a case where just a very small 

number of contents will be requested. As a result, it is a 

waste of storage space to discuss the other contents. 

That is, it is unnecessary to discuss the problem of the 

caching content placement when s  is too large. 

In our work, the most important is to provide the 

best service. We consider that the file download rate is 

an important and intuitional norm reflecting the QoS of 

every requester. However, the requests from a 

requester cannot be known in advance. As a result, we 

denote the file download rate of the requester 
k

u  as 

k
FDR  which is the function of 

j
P . Specifically, 

k
FDR  

is shown as follows. 

 
( ): 1

i k

F

k ki ji ji h H u j
FDR r x P

∈ =

=∑ ∑  (3) 

In addition, some practical constraints must be 

met.For example, the storage capacity of helpers is 

limited. We assume that the storage capacity of each 

helper is M . That is, the following inequality must be 

met. 

 
1

F

jij
x M

=

≤∑  (4) 

Also, to make full use of the storage capacity of 

helpers, for arbitrary 1, ,k K= �  and 1, ,j F= � , we set 

a constraint that different helpers which belongs to 

( )k
H u  cannot cache the same file 

j
f  at the same time. 

With such a constraint, cooperative caching among 

helpers can be achieved to meet the comprehensive 

requests for files of requesters. As shown in Figure 2, 

two cases are shown to compare with each other. In 

two cases, requester 1 can obtain the desired files from 

three helpers. In case a, we consider the proposed 

constraint above. The three helpers cache different files. 

Requester 1 can obtain any one of the six files. In case 

b, we consider that all the three helpers cache file 1 and 

file 2. Obviously, requester 1 can just obtain file 1 and 

file 2. Comparing the two cases, the requester can 

obtain more files in case a. To sum up, the proposed 

constraint above is very valuable. Such a constraint can 

be shown as 

 
( ):

1
i k

jii h H u
x

∈

≤∑  (5) 

5 61 2 3 4

case a

1 2 1 2 1 2

case b

File 1 2 File 3 4 File 5 6helperrequester  

Figure 2. The compare between different caching 

content placement schemes 

This constraint can achieve the goal of cooperative 

caching so that the number of files a requester can 

reach is the largest when we ignore the difference size 

of two files. It is valuable to note that due to this 

constraint, when a content helper leaves, especially a 

content helper where the files which are very popular 

are cached leaves, the caching content placement will 

be seriously affected. The details are shown in the 

Figure 3. 
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(a) The caching content placement in Scenario 1 
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(b) The caching content placement in Scenario 2 

requester helper potential D2D  link

range in which a D2D link can be structured between the helper and the requester  

File 1 2 File 3 4 File 5 6 cached content updating  

(c) The legend 

Figure 3. The impact of helper’s departure on the 

caching content placement 

In Scenario 1, helper 1 caches file 1 and file 2 to 

serve requester 1 and requester 2. Helper 2 caches file 

3 and file 4 to serve requester 1. Helper 3 caches file 3 

and file 4 to serve requester 2. Helper 5 caches file 5 

and file 6 to serve requester 2. Helper 4 caches file 1 

and file 2 to serve requester 3 and requester 4. In the 

following, we discuss the impact of one helper’s 

departure from two aspects. 

In one hand, when helper 1 leaves the network, 

Scenario 1 is transformed into Scenario 2. Then, helper 

2 caches file 1 and file 2 instead of file 3 and file 4 to 

serve requester 1. Helper 3 caches file 1 and file 2 

instead of file 3 and file 4 to serve requester 2. 

Simultaneously, helper 5 caches file 3 and file 4 

instead of file 5 and file 6 to serve requester 2. In 

addition, Helper 4 still caches file 1 and file 2. 

Obviously, we can draw two conclusions. Firstly, the 

departure of one content helper can affect the previous 

caching content placement. Secondly, the impact of 

one helper’s departure is local. The departure of one 

content helper affects the helpers who serve the same 

requesters. In addition, the helpers who serve the same 

requesters with the affected helpers are also affected. It 

will be a chain reaction. Simultaneously, the helper 

who cannot achieve communication with the helper 

who will leave by multi-hop D2D communications will 

not be affected, such as helper 4. 

In the other hand, when Helper 5 leaves the network, 

no helper will change the caching content placement. 

As such, another conclusion can be drawn. It is that 

only the departure of the helper who caches the more 

popular content will affect the caching content 

placement of the other involving helpers. 

With the analysis above, we define a F N×  matrix 

X  that { }0,1
ji

x ∈ . The problem of the caching content 

placement can be formulated as follows: 

 

( )

1 1 1

1

:

m

,

a

,

1 ,

x

. .

i k

K N F

ki ji jk i j

F

ji ij

ji k ji h H u

r x P

x M h

x u

s

f

t

= = =

=

∈

≤ ∀ ∈

≤ ∀ ∈ ∀ ∈

∑ ∑ ∑

∑

∑

H

U F

 (6) 

In the above model, we try to solve the problem of 

caching content placement from the perspective of the 

whole network, and, the sum of the file download rate 

is set as the objective function. It is a monotone 

submodular function which is proved in the following 

section. Two kinds of constraints should be considered 

in our model. The first one is the constraint of limited 

storage capacity. We will prove that it is a matroid 

constraint in the following section. What’s more, the 

second kind of constraints are set to take full use of the 

storage capacity of helpers which are multiple 

knapsack constraints. 

3 The Monotone Submodular Set Function 

Over One Matroid and Multiple 

Knapsack Constraints 

In this section, we analyze our proposed problem of 

the caching content placement in detail. Firstly, we 

define a ground set ε  as 

{ }
1 1

0,1 , 1, 1, , , 1 ,
F N

ji ji

j i

X x x j F i Nε

= =

⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪
= ∈ = = =⎨ ⎬
⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭

∑∑ � �  (7) 

For simplify, we present the ground set ε  as 
1 1 1

1 2 1 2
{ , , , , , , , , }N N N

F F
ε ε ε ε ε ε ε= � � � . i

j
ε  denotes that 

1
ji

x =  and 
1 1

1

F N

ji

j i

x

= =

=∑∑ , namely, the file 
j
f  is cached 
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in the helper 
i
h . ε  can be divided into N  disjoint 

subsets, 
1 2
, , ,

N
ε ε ε� , where 

1 2
{ , , , }i i i

i F
ε ε ε ε= �  is the set 

of the indicators whether the files are cached in the 

helper 
i
h . 

Secondly, some important definitions for the 

matroid and the submodular function are shown in the 

following according to the presentation in [19] and 

[16]. 

Definition 1. A matroid M  is a tuple ( ),=M S G , 

where S  is a finite ground set and 2⊆
S

G  is a 

collection of independent sets, such that 

(1) G  is nonempty, in particular,∅∈G . 

(2) G  is downward closed; i.e., if ∈Y G  and ⊆X Y , 

then ∈X G . 

(3) If , ∈X Y G , and <X Y , then \y∃ ∈Y X  such 

that { }y ∈∪X G . 

Definition 2. Let S  be a finite ground set. A set 

function : 2f R→
S  is submodular function if for all 

sets , ∈A B S , 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )f f f f+ ≥ +∪ ∩A B A B A B  (8) 

Definition 3. Let ( ) ( ) ( )f i f i f= −∪
A

A A  denote the 

marginal value of an element i∈S  with respect to a 

subset ⊂A S . Then f  is submodular function if for 

all ⊂ ⊂A B S  and for all \i∈S B  we have 

 ( ) ( )f i f i≥
A B

 (9) 

Followed, several theorems must be proved. 

Theorem 1. The constraint 
1

F

jij
x M

=

≤∑  can be written 

as a partition matroid on the ground set ε . 

Proof: In the constraint 
1

F

jij
x M

=

≤∑ , a cache 

placement is expressed by the matrix X . The set 

ε⊆X  is the cache placement set and i

j
ε ∈X  if and 

only if 1
ji

x = . It is obvious that the nonzero elements 

of the i th column of X  correspond to the elements in 

i
ε∩X . As a result, the constraints on the cache 

capacity of the helpers 
1

F

jij
x M

=

≤∑  can be shown as 

⊆X G , where 

 { }: , 1, ,
i

M i Nε ε= ⊆ ≤ ∀ =∩ �G X X  (10) 

G  is all feasible solutions which meet the constraint 

on the storage capacity of the helpers 
1

F

jij
x M

=

≤∑ . 

Comparing G  and the example of the definition of the 

matroid in [16], we can see that the constraints on the 

cache capacity of the helpers 
1

F

jij
x M

=

≤∑  can form a 

partition matroid with l N=  and 
i
k M= , for 1, ,i N= � . 

The partition matroid is shown as ( ),ε=M G . 

Theorem 2. The objective function in Eq. (6) is a 

monotone submodular set function. 

Proof: To simplify, we present the objective 

function as ( )
1 1 1

K N F

ki ji jk i j
f r x P

= = =

=∑ ∑ ∑X . In the 

following, we prove Theorem 2 by two steps. 

Firstly, it is obvious that the objective function in Eq. 

(6) is a monotone function. The proof is shown as 

follows. 

We set ε⊂A  and a ε′= ⊂∪A A  where { }a  is { }ijε
′

′

 

which represents 1
j i

x
′ ′

= , and { }ijε
′

′

 does not belong to 

the set A . Obviously, ′⊆A A  Then, we can get ( )f A  

and ( )f ′A  as follows, respectively. 

 ( )
1 1 1

K N F

ki ji jk i j
f r x P

= = =

=∑ ∑ ∑A  (11) 

 
( ) { }( )

1 1 1 1

K N F K

ki ji j ki j i jk i j k

f f

P

a

r x P r x
′ ′ ′ ′

= = = =

′ =

= +∑ ∑ ∑ ∑

∪A A

 (12) 

Due to 0
ki
r

′

≥ , 0
j

P
′

>  and 0
j i

x
′ ′

≥ , we can conclude 

that ( ) ( )f f′ ≥A A . As such, the objective function 

( )
1 1 1

K N F

ki ji jk i j
f r x P

= = =

=∑ ∑ ∑X  in Eq. (6) is a monotone 

function. 

Secondly, we prove that it is also a submodular 

function. That is, for any set ε⊂ ⊂V W  and \e ε∈ W , 

when ( ) ( )f e f e≥
V W

 is met, f  is submodular. 

To show the proof clear, we denote ( )f X  as 

follows. 

 
( )

1 1 1

1

K N F

ki ji jk i j

K

ki ji jk
X

f r x P

r x P

= = =

=

=

=

∑ ∑ ∑

∑ ∑

X

 (13) 

And then, we can show ( )f e
V

 and ( )f e
W

 as follows. 

 

( ) ( ) ( )

1 1

1

K K

ki ji j ki ji jk k
e

K

ki j i jk

f e f e f

r x P r x P

r x P

= =

′ ′ ′ ′
=

= −

= −

=

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑

∑

∪

∪
V

V V

V V

 (14) 

 

( ) ( ) ( )

1 1

1

K K

ki ji j ki ji jk k
e

K

ki j i jk

f e f e f

r x P r x P

r x P

= =

′ ′ ′ ′
=

= −

= −

=

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑

∑

∪

∪
W

W W

W W

 (15) 

Namely, 

 ( ) ( )f e f e=
V W

 (16) 

As a result, it is proved that the objective function in 

Eq. (6) is a monotone submodular set function. 

Further, it is obvious that there are KF  knapsack 

constraints 
( ):

1
i k

jii h H u
x

∈

≤∑ . As a result, the model is 

the maximization of a monotone submodular set 
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function over one matroid and multiple knapsack 

constraints. 

Theorem 3. The problem of the caching content 

placement in Eq. (6) is NP hard. 

Proof: We consider an instance of Eq. (6) where the 

number of files is 1F = . Thus, we have Nε =  and 
j

P  

degenerates to P . Also, the original problem 

degenerates to 

 

( )

1 1

:

max

. . 1, 1
i k

K N

ki i

k i

ii h H u

r x P

s t x k K

= =

∈

≤ ∀ ≤ ≤

∑∑

∑
 (17) 

where 
ki
r  is the capacity of the link between requester 

k
u  and helper

i
h . 

i
x  is an indicator whether the file is 

cached in the helper 
i
h . 

To prove that the original problem is NP-hard, we 

show that the problem specialized to the instance is 

NP-hard firstly. We prove that Eq. (17) is NP-hard via 

contradiction. Suppose that an efficient algorithm (with 

a complexity polynomial in )N  exists that can 

optimally solve Eq. (17) for any input N  and K . 

However, since H  is different for different requesters 

for any input N  and K , all possible cases should be 

computed to obtain the final solution. This would then 

contradict the assumption of the complexity 

polynomial in N . Namely, Eq. (17) is NP hard and 

further Eq. (6) is NP hard. 

Obviously, it is impossible to obtain the optimal 

solution of Eq. (6). Luckily, we prove that the problem 

is the maximization of a monotone submodular 

function over one matroid and multiple knapsack 

constraints. About such kind of problem, there exists a 

very good characteristic [16]. It is that a suboptimal 

solution which yields a constant-factor approximation 

to the original problem can be obtained with 

polynomial complexity by utilizing the greedy 

algorithm. The constant-factor and the complexity will 

be given in the following Section. 

4 The Caching Content Placement 

Algorithm Based on Greedy Algorithm 

In the above section, we have proved that the 

problem of the caching content placement is the 

maximization of a monotone submodular function over 

one matroid and multiple knapsack constraints. 

According to the presentation in [18], the caching 

content placement algorithm based on greedy 

algorithm can be designed to obtain a suboptimal 

solution. 

In this section, we define { 1
: ,

F

jij
X x Mε

=

= ⊆ ≤∑I  

( ) }
:

1, , ; 1, 1, , , 1, ,
i k

jii h H u
i N x k K j F

∈

∀ = ≤ ∀ = ∀ =∑� � �  as 

the domain of definition firstly. Then, we show the 

caching content placement algorithm based on greedy 

algorithm which is called CCPAGA for simplify as 

Algorithm 1. The work of computation in step 3 can be 

completed by all helpers. And a central node can be set 

to collect all results of helpers and determine the final 

strategy in each iteration by comparing all results. 

 
 

Algorithm 1. The Caching Content Placement 

Algorithm Based on Greedy Algorithm 

(CCPAGA) 

1. Initialization: Let = ∅S . 

2. Repeat: 

3. Determine 

( )

( )

1 :

\ ;

; 1

ˆ argmax

F

ji jij i h H ui k

e e

x M x

e f X
ε

= ∈

∈ ∈

≤ ≤

=

∑ ∑

∪S S I

, and set 

ê← ∪S S . 

4. Until \ε = ∅S  or \ε ∉S I . 

5. Output S . 

 

In the following, we discuss the complexity of the 

proposed caching content placement algorithm based 

on greedy algorithm and the performance of the final 

solution on theory. 

Theorem 4. The complexity of the proposed caching 

content placement algorithm based on greedy 

algorithm is ( )2 2
O F N FN+ . 

Proof: According to the presentation of the caching 

content placement algorithm based on greedy 

algorithm, it is obvious that the final solution can be 

obtained in at most FN  iterations. And in each 

iteration, we need to select the best solution from at 

most FN  solutions by comparing the corresponding 

rates. It is obvious that the complexity of the proposed 

caching content placement algorithm based on greedy 

algorithm is ( )2 2
O F N FN+ . 

Theorem 5. The proposed caching content placement 

algorithm based on greedy algorithm yields a constant-

factor 
1

2+KF
 approximation to the problem in this 

paper. 

Proof: In the constraint 
( ):

1
i k

jii h H u
x

∈

≤∑ , a cache 

placement of the helpers which are adjacent to the 

requester 
k

u  is expressed by the matrix 
k

X . The set 

k
ε⊆X  is the cache placement set of the helpers which 

are adjacent to the requester 
k

u  and i

j kε ∈X  if and only 

if 1
ji

x = . We set 1{ , , , }j i N

j j j
ε ε ε ε= � . It is obvious that 

the nonzero elements of the j th line of 
k

X  correspond 

to the elements in j

k ε∩X . As a result, the constraints 

( ):

1
i k

jii h H u
x

∈

≤∑  can be shown as 
k k
⊆X G , where 

 { }: 1, 1, ,
j

k k k j Fε ε= ⊆ ≤ ∀ =∩ �G X X  (18) 

It is obvious that the knapsack constraint 

( ):

1
i k

jii h H u
x

∈

≤∑  is a matroid constraint indeed. As a 
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result, the proposed caching content placement 

algorithm based on greedy algorithm yields a constant-

factor 
1

2+KF
 approximation to the problem in this 

paper [18]. 

5 Simulation and Discussion 

To verify the performance of our proposed caching 

content placement algorithm based on greedy 

algorithm, some simulations are done. Some 

parameters involved in the proposed algorithm are set 

in Table 1. All simulations are done based on the 

parameters in Table 1 without special explanation. 

Besides, in order to validate the performance of the 

proposed caching content placement based on greed 

algorithm, another caching content placement scheme 

is designed. This caching content placement scheme is 

designed to let all helpers cache the most popular files 

and the storage space of every helper is run out. Such 

an algorithm was mentioned in [9] to be an optimal 

caching content placement scheme when every 

wireless device has only access to an exactly one 

helper. For simplify, we call it First First algorithm. 

The detail is shown in Algorithm 2. In addition, we 

also consider the Random Caching in which each 

content is cached by any helper with the equal 

probability M F . 

Table 1. System parameters 

The number of requesters 10K =  

The number of helpers 15N =  

The number of files 25F =  

The cache capacity constraint 5M =  

The total transmit power of each node 0.3p W=  

The cell radius 100R m=  

The noise power 2
80dBmσ = −  

The requesters’ location 
Uniformly 

distributed in [ ]0,R  

The helpers’ location 
Uniformly 

distributed in [ ]0,R  

The path loss exponent 3α =  

The demand dominance factor of the 

Zipf distribution 
0.56s =  

 

Algorithm 2. The First First Algorithm 

1. Initialization: Let = ∅S . 

2. Repeat: 

3. For any e ε∈ , 

if j M≤ , 

set 1
ji

x =  and e← ∪S S . 

4. Until MN=S . ( S denotes the number of 

matrices in S .) 

5. Output S . 

 

In Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6, we compare the 

proposed caching content placement algorithm based 

on greedy algorithm with the First First algorithm and 

Random Caching on the cache hit rate, the number of 

the available files for each requester and the file 

download rate. It is shown that with CCPAGA, the 

requesters can enjoy the higher cache hit rate, more 

files and larger file download rate. In such a case that 

the total number of the files F  is much larger than the 

cache capacity M , it is obvious to obtain a higher 

cache hit rate with the constraint 
( ):

1
i k

jii h H u
x

∈

≤∑  in our 

model. To summarize according to the Figure 4, Figure 

5 and Figure 6, the model in this work is valuable and 

CCPAGA can do well. 
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Figure 4. The cache hit rate of each requester for 

different algorithms when 25F =  and 5M =  
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Figure 5. The number of the available files for each 

requester for different algorithms when 25F =  and 

5M =  
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Figure 6. The file download rate of each requester for 

different algorithms when 25F =  and 5M =  

In Figure 7 and Figure 8, we consider a special case 

that the cache capacity is large enough to meet all the 

files. In other words, just several files are interesting 

for the requesters. Specifically, in the two simulations, 

we set 20F M= =  to present the special case. In 

Figure 7, we can see that the file download rates of the 

requester 1, the requester 2 and the requester 6 with 

CCPAGA are lower than these with the First First 

algorithm and Random Caching. However, we also can 

see that just four helpers are used to provide the service 

of file download with CCPAGA in Figure 8. Obviously, 

the phenomenon that just four helpers are used to cache 

the files appears because of the constraint 

( ):

1
i k

jii h H u
x

∈

≤∑ . As a result, to analyze the reason for 

the phenomenon in Figure 7, we do a simulation to 

obtain the Figure 9. 
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Figure 7. The file download rate of each requester for 

different algorithms when 20F M= =  
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Figure 8. The file cached in each helper for different 

algorithms when 20F M= =  
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Figure 9. The locations of requesters and helpers 

In Figure 9, the locations of all nodes are presented. 

Something should be noted. For example, h3 serves u1 

and u2 at the same time. In addition, u1 is also served 

by h1 and u2 is also served by h2. The other nodes are 

ignored. According to CCPAGA and the second 

constraint of our model, the file will be cached in h3 

only when ( )1, 3 2, 3 1, 1 2, 2
max ,

u h u h u h u h
r r r r+ > . And the result 

will not be changed even if 
1, 1 1, 3u h u h

r r>  and 
2, 2 2, 3u h u h

r r>  

since it will create more benefits with fewer helpers to 

cache the files in h3. To sum up, there is no wrong 

with the final caching content placement obtained 

through CCPAGA. Although the file download rates of 

the requester 1, the requester 2 and the requester 6 with 

CCPAGA are lower than these with the First First 

algorithm, when we consider the result from another 

perspective, it is noticed that the efficient of the helper 

with CCPAGA is a valuable topic to discuss. 

To discuss the efficiency of the helper with 

CCPAGA, we define the sum file download rate one 

helper can provide as the efficiency of the helper. 
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 1

K

k

k

helper

FDR

E
N

=

=

∑
 (19) 

where helperN  denotes the number of helpers in which 

the files are cached. 

In Figure 10, we discuss the efficiency of the helper 

with the Monte Carlo method in different cases in 

which the numbers of the requesters are 4, 7, 10, 13, 16. 

The simulation result shows that with the number of 

the requesters increasing, the efficiency of the helpers 

is higher and higher. In addition, it is obvious that the 

efficiency of the helper with CCPAGA is higher than 

that with the First First algorithm and Random Caching 

in all cases. The helpers will play better roles with 

CCPAGA comparing to the fixed caching content 

placement scheme of the First First algorithm and 

Random Caching. 
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Figure 10. The file download rate one helper can 

provide vs. the number of requesters for different 

algorithms when 20F M= =  with the Monte Carlo 

method 

The case F M≈  is possible in fact. For example, in 

a limited space, some requesters with the same 

interests just are interested in several files. But luckily, 

the special case above is very few in fact. More cases 

in the fact we will face are F M� . In the following, 

we will consider different cases in which the number of 

requesters, the number of helpers and the demand 

dominance factor are different. 

Firstly, we will discuss the affection of the demand 

dominance factor on the performance of CCPAGA, the 

First First algorithm and Random Caching in Figure 11. 

The performance of Random Caching is worst and is 

not affected by the demand dominance factor. The 

performance of CCPAGA is better than that of the First 

First algorithm when the demand dominance factor is 

small. In addition, the efficiency of the helper is higher 

with the increasing of the demand dominance factor 

under the two algorithms. But the advantage of 

CCPAGA on the efficiency of the helper is decreasing 

with the increasing of the demand dominance factor. 

Such a phenomenon is reasonable. No matter which 

algorithm is selected, the files which are the most 

popular will be cached. With the increasing of the 

demand dominance factor, the probability requesting 

for such files will be higher. There is no doubt that the 

efficiency of the helper is higher with the increasing of 

the demand dominance factor under the two algorithms. 

But similarly, with the increasing of the demand 

dominance factor, fewer and fewer files accounts for 

more and more requests. As a result, it is more and 

more meaningless to cache the files with smaller 

requesting probability. Specially, it will worsen 

CCPAGA more since more files with lower requesting 

probability will be cached with CCPAGA. However, in 

my opinion, as the above exposition on Zipf 

distribution shows, it is unnecessary to discuss the 

problem of the caching content placement with a too 

large demand dominance factor. Except our work, 

many other works also select a small value for the 

demand dominance factor, such as, 1 in [14], 0.56 in 

[16], 0.8 in [20], 0.5 and 2 in [21], and 0.6 in [22]. 
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Figure 11. The file download rate one helper can 

provide vs. the demand dominance factor s  for 

different algorithms when 25F =  and 5M =  with the 

Monte Carlo method 

Secondly, we discuss the affection of the number of 

the helpers and the number of the requesters on the 

performance of the three algorithms. In Figure 12, 

some conclusions can be made. Firstly, with the 

number of the requesters increasing, the efficiency of 

the helpers will be enhanced. It is not hard to explain 

that with the number of the requesters increasing, a 

helper can provide service for more requesters and play 

a larger role. Secondly, more helpers will not enhance 

the efficiency of the helpers. For CCPAGA, more 

helpers mean larger storage space of the whole 

network. Followed, more files can be cached and 

provided for the requesters. However, it will enhance 

the sum file download rate less due to the lower 

requesting probability and result in the deterioration of 

the efficiency of the helpers. Similarly, for the First 

First algorithm and Random Caching, more helpers 
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mean more helpers in bad locations will play no role. 

As a result, the efficiency of the helpers will be lower 

with the increasing of the number of the helpers. 

Thirdly, the performance of CCPAGA is better than 

that of the First First algorithm and Random Caching 

in all cases. 
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Figure 12. The file download rate one helper can 

provide vs the number of the requesters for different 

number of helpers and different algorithms when 

25F =  and 5M =  with the Monte Carlo method 

Further, we enlarge the simulation scale to well 

verify the validity of the proposed algorithm. In detail, 

we compare the caching content placement in three 

different scenarios in Figure 13. 

In Figure 13, we consider three different scenarios 

where 30N = , 40N = , 50N = . We can see that the 

performance of our proposed CCPACA is better than 

that of First First Algorithm and Random Caching in 

all three algorithms. In other words, the simulation 

scale will affect the result of caching content placement, 

but the conclusion that the performance of our 

proposed CCPACA is better than that of First First 

Algorithm and Random Caching will not be affected. 

6 Conclusion 

In this paper, we want to provide a better content 

download service for requesters and reduce the 

pressure of the base station. To achieve such a goal, we 

pay attention on the content caching based on D2D 

communications and the introduced issue of the 

caching content placement due to the proposal of 

content caching. In particular, we mean to maximize 

the sum file download rate by design a proper caching 

content placement. The problem is expressed as a 

monotone submodular function over one matroid and 

multiple knapsack constraints. Besides, the problem of 

the caching content placement is proved to be NP hard. 

A caching content placement algorithm based on 

greedy algorithm is proposed to obtain a suboptimal 

solution. It is proved that the complexity of the 

proposed caching content placement algorithm based  
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(a) 200K = , 30N = , 25F = , 5M =  
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(b) 200K = , 40N = , 25F = , 5M =  
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(c) 200K = , 50N = , 25F = , 5M =  

Figure 13. Caching content placement in three 

different scenarios 

on greedy algorithm is polynomial and it yields a 

constant-factor 
1

2+KF
 approximation to the problem in 

this paper. The simulation results show that the 

efficiency of the helper is higher through our proposed 

caching content placement algorithm based on greedy 

algorithm. 
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